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The Broken-circuit Complex:
Its Structure and Factorizations
TOM BRYLAWSKI* AND JAMES OXLEyt
In this paper we derive several structural results for the broken-circuit complex of a com-
binatorial geometry G. In particular, motivated by the question as to when the characteristic
polynomial of G factors , we investigate when the broken-circuit complex has a non-trivial join
decomposition, conjecturing that such a decomposition cannot occur unless G has a non-trivial
modular flat.
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental importance of the characteristic polynomial X(G) of a combinatorial
geometry G is well known. In [3,4], the authors used the broken-circuit complex as a
tool to prove most of the known identities for x(G) and several new ones. The proofs of
these identities relied on the fact that the coefficients of X(G) are the simplex numbers of
the broken-circuit complex. This complex was introduced for graphs by Wilf [10] whose
idea was to put Whitney's results on graph colouring [8] into a topological framework.
The topology of the broken-circuit complex depends on both the structure and labelling
of the underlying geometry. In [4], the labelling was chosen so as to make the behaviour
of the broken-circuit complex predictable. In this paper we investigate what can be said
about the broken-circuit complex when we are given a geometry together with an arbitrary
labelling of its ground set . The problems addressed here should shed some light on
characterizing the topological structure of those complexes which are realizable as the
broken-circuit complex of a geometry. The importance of one topological property of this
complex, its shellability, has recently been exploited by Bjorner [1] who has established
striking new bounds on the Whitney numbers of a geometry.
The main problem considered here is to determine when the broken-circuit complex
has a non-trivial join decomposition. We conjecture that the reduced broken-circuit
complex of a geometry which has no non-trivial modular flats does not decompose, and
prove several partial results towards this conjecture. If true this conjecture should
distinguish between structurally predictable and "accidental" factorings of the charac-
teristic polynomial. Examples in the following section illustrate these two ideas, and
related theorems show the necessity of modularity in certain factorings of X( G), the
sufficiency being well known.
1. THE BROKEN-CIRCUIT COMPLEX AND MODULAR FLATS
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of matroid theory
as found, for example, in [5,7,9]. The following is a summary of the basic properties of
the broken-circuit complex needed here. For a more complete discussion see [3]. Let M
be a matroid on the set ii = {O, 1,2, ... , n}. The broken-circuits of M are subsets of ii of
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the form C\p where C is a circuit of M, and p is its smallest element. A x-independent
set is a subset of ii containing no broken-circuit. A x-independent set which is also a basis
of M is called a Z-basis. The collection of all x-independent sets of M forms a simplicial
complex ee(M) with the property that every X-independent set is contained in a Z-basis.
We call ee(M) the broken-circuit complex of M. If M has a loop, then ee(M) = 0. Further,
if {p, q} is a two-element circuit of M with p < q, then ee (M) = ee(M\q) and so, for the
remainder of this paper, except where otherwise stated, we consider only (combinatorial)
geometries.
If eel and ee2 are simplicial complexes on disjoint sets S, and S2 respectively, the join
eel v ee2 of eel and e, is the complex with simplices {Xl uX2: Xl E eel, X 2 E ee2} . If M is a
matroid on ii and X is a proper subset of ii, then ee(M)IX consists of all those simplices
in ee(M) which are contained in X. Now if
ee(M) = (ee(M)IX) v (ee(M)I(ii\X)),
then we say that ee(M) breaks up or decomposes about X and ii\X. If ee(M) breaks up
about X and ii\X but ee(M) does not break up about Y and ii\ Y for any proper subset
Y of X, then we call X a component of ee(M). It is easy to see that for any matroid M,
{O} is a component of ee(M); that is,
ee(M) = (ee(M)I{O}) v (ee(M)I(ii\O)).
The complex ee(M)I(ii\O) is called the reduced broken-circuit complex of M and is denoted
byee'(M).
The Whitney polynomial w(ee) of a pure simplicial complex ee of rank r (see [3, p, 420])
is defined by w(ee) =I;=o WiA i where Wi is the number of simplices of ee of rank r - i. If
X(M, A) is the characteristic polynomial of a rank r matroid M, then
X(M, -A) = (-l)'w(ee(M)).
Moreover,
w(ee(M)) = (A + l)w(ee'(M)).
More generally,
Thus if ee'(M) decomposes, then X(M, A)/(A -1) factorizes as a product of monic
polynomials each having integer coefficients and degree less than r -1. However, the
converse of this is not true. For example, the Non-Fano matroid P-, for which an affine
representation is shown in Figure 1, has characteristic polynomial (A -l)(A - 3)2 yet it
will follow from Theorem 2.8 that there is no labelling of the ground set of P- so that
ee'(F-) decomposes.
FIGURE 1
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Our study of when the broken-circuit complex decomposes is also aiming indirectly at
the question of when the characteristic polynomial of a geometry factorizes as described
above. We find that factorization of the characteristic polynomial may be accidentaland
can be destroyed by small structural modifications in the geometry, and conjecture that
decomposition of the broken-circuit complex has far more structural significance.
The rest of this section makes the preceding paragraph precise and gives some of the
motivation for this paper. We state two strengthenings of Stanley's theorem [6] that the
characteristic polynomial of a geometry is divisible by the characteristic polynomial of a
modular flat. In addition, we cite examples to show the converse of Stanley's theorem
may fail.
The following characterization of modular flats [2, Theorem 3.11] will be used
frequently throughout this paper.
THEOREM 1.1 (THEMODULAR SHORT-CIRCUIT AXIOM). Let G be a geometry on the
set S. Then X is a modular flat of G if and only if for every circuit C which intersects S\X,
there is a point p ofX such that (C\X) up is dependent.
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let G be the cycle matroid of the complete graph on four vertices and
let H be the planar geometry consisting of a three-point line and a four-point line which
do not meet. Let X be a three-point line. Then X is a modular flat in G and a (closed)
subgeometry of H. We may therefore form the generalized parallel connection Px(G, H)
[2, Theorem 5.3] of G and H about X (see Figure 2).
H
FIGURE 2
By [2, Theorem 7.8],
(P (G H) ) = x (G, A)x (H , A)X x , ,A X(X, A) .
As X(G, A) = (A -l)(A -2)(A -3), X(H, A) = (A -l)(A 2-6A +11) and X(X, A) =
(A -l)(A - 2), it follows that
X(Px(G, H), A) = (A -l)(A -3)(A 2-6A +11).
Let K be the four-point line in Px(G, H). Clearly K is a flat of Px(G, H) and X(K, A)
divides X(Px(G, H), A); but K is not a modular flat in Px(G, H). Notice however that
X(H, A) also divides X(Px(G, H), A) and His modular in Px(G, H) [2, Proposition 5.10].
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'DEFINITION 1.3. Let G be a geometry on the set Sand H be a subgeometry of G.
Then we define an Hsextension of G by S' to be a geometry G' on the disjoint union of
Sand S' such that G'\S' = G and ra(H) = ra·(H uS'). Thus, for example, when the
geometry in (1.2) is K-extended by a single point (producing a geometry G' with a
five-point line K'), we have X(G', A) = (A -l)(A - 3)(A 2 -7,\ + 14) which is not divisible
by X(K', A) = (A -l)(A -4).
An H-preserving deletion of G by a subset S' of S is a geometry G' = G\S' such that
H n S' = 0. If in Example 1.2 we form the K-preserving deletion of Px (G, H) by the
element p shown in Figure 2, then G' =Px(G, H)\p. Now X(G', A) =
(A -l)(A - 2)(A 2 -6A + 11) which is not divisible by X(K, A) = (A -l)(A - 3).
The next theorem shows that these changes in the divisibility properties of X(K, A) could
not happen if K were a modular fiat. The proof uses a result from [4] involving the complete
Brown truncation Tx(G) of a geometry G by a flat X. If G has ground set ii and X = m,
then Tx(G) is the geometry on the set (n - m) u{O} whose bases are all sets of the form
B, or Bi u{O} where B, and s; are independent sets in GI(n - m),
IBil = n +1- r(X) = IBi I+ 1,
and
r(BiuX) = r(Bi uX) = r(G).
THEOREM 1.4. Let H be a subgeometry of a geometry G. Then the following are
equivalent.
(i) H is a modular fiat of G.
(ii) For every H-extension G' of G by S', X(H uS', A) divides X(G', A).
(iii) For every H-preserving deletion Gil, X(H, A) divides X(Gil, A).
PROOF. We begin by showing that (i) implies both (ii) and (iii). If H is a modular fiat,
then by [2, Propositions 5.7 and 5.10], HuS' is modular in G'. Moreover, by [2,
Proposition 3.8], H is modular in Gil. In either case we may apply Stanley's theorem to
show divisibility.
Next we use techniques of [4] to show that, when H is not modular, some H-extension
of G by points in free position will produce a subgeometry H' such that f.L (H'),.r f.L (G')
where f.L(G), the Mobius function of G, is the constant term of X(G, A). From this it will
follow that (ii) implies (i).
Let IGI= n, r(H) = r, IHI =m, and label H with m -1. Let trH denote the closure of
H. In [4] it is shown that
where TuH(G) is the complete Brown truncation of G by uH, and z(H) is the number
of Z-bases of G which do not intersect H maximally. Further, z(H»O if and only if H
is not a modular fiat. We now form an H-extension, GN, of G by S' = {Pl' P2, . .. ,PN}
by freely placing each Pi on H so that no Pi depends on any subset of GN except one
which spans Hand GNIS' == V r•N. Let H N = GNI(H uS'). Label Pi by m -1 + i and relabel
the points of S\H by adding N to each label. Then, as before,
where a'H N denotes the closure of H N in GN. Any Z-basis which did not intersect H
maximally will remain a Z-basis with the same property with respect to H N • Thus
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Z(HN)~ z (H) > O. But every Z- basis which does not intersect H N maximally must consist
of 0, some subset of G\H and a subset of H N\{O} of cardinality at most r - 2. Thus
Z(HN)~2n-m[(m ;':.2- 1) +(m ;!5
3
-
1) +... +(m +~ -1) +1] = P1(N),
where P1(N) is a polynomial of degree r - 2 in N. But
I~(HN)I~1~(Ur,N)1= (~~11) = Pz(N),
where pz(N) is a polynomial of degree r -1 in N having positive leading coefficient. Hence
for N sufficiently large, I~ (HN)I> z (HN) and hence, by (*), I~ (HN)I..r I~ (GN )1.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now show that if (i) does not hold, then
neither does (iii). Assume that H is not modular. Then, by Theorem 1.1, there is a circuit
C which is not short-circuited in H; that is, C intersects S\H and for every point P of H,
the set (C\H)up is independent. Choose such a circuit so that IC\HI is minimal and let
Gil= GI(H u C). We shall show that X(H, AH X(G", A). If IC\HI = 1, then H spans Gil,
so H and Gil have the same rank but different cardinalities, hence X(H, A)..rX(G", A).
Now suppose that C\H = {Ph Pz, ... ,Pk} where k ~ 2. Then if 1~ i ~ j ~ k, either
{Pi> Pj} is a bond of Gil, or Gil has a circuit D containing Pi but not Pj' In the latter case,
ID\H! < IC\H! and, if D is short-circuited in H, then so is C. Therefore the existence of
D contradicts the choice of C. It follows that we may assume that every two-element
subset of C\H is a bond in Gil. Then, for all j in {1, 2, ... ,k}, G"\pj is the direct sum of
H and a free matroid on {Ph Pz, . . . ,pj-h Pj+h . . . ,Pk}. Therefore, if H' is a minor of Gil
of the form G"\At/Az where IA1 1~ 1 and A, uAz~C\H, thenX(H, A) divides X(H', A).
Now, as C is not short-circuited in H, repeated application of the deletion-contraction
formula gives that
x(G", A)= X(G"\Ph A)- X(G"\PZ/Ph A)+...
+ (-1)k-1X(G"\Pk/Ph Pz, ... ,Pk-h A)
+ (-l)kX(Gil/ Ph Pz, ... .o.. A).
Moreover, Gil/Ph Pz, ... -P« is loopless and has rank equal to r( Gil) - k. But this is less
than r(H), so X(H, A)..rX(G"/Ph Pz, . . . , Pk;A). Since X(H, A) does divide every other
term on the right-hand side, we conclude that X(H, A)..rX(G", A).
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let G 1 and G: be the cycle matroids of the graphs in Figure 3. Then,
as each G, is the parallel connection of a three-point line and Gj\{h, i}, one readily
computes that X( G; A)= (A -l)(A - 2)z(A z- 4A+5). If F is the flat {a, b, c, d, e}, then
X(Gj IF,A)= (A - l)(A - 2)z. But while F is isomorphic to the modular flat {a, b, c, h, i} in
Gz there is no such isomorphic modular flat in G 1• Thus we may apply Theorem 1.4 (ii)
and F-extend G 1 to destroy divisibility. However, the only way to do this and retain a
graphic geometry is to add a sixth edge creating a complete graph on four vertices. This
is clearly modular and its characteristic polynomial therefore divides the characteristic
polynomial of the extension. In fact, one easily checks that among binary matroids every
proper F-extension gives a modular flat. Thus Theorem 1.4 (ii) does not hold in general
for either graphic or binary extensions.
The following result [3] characterizes modularity via the broken-circuit complex. Notice
that a particular labelling of the points is used.
THEOREM 1.6. Let G be a geometry on the set n and suppose that X = m where
O~ m ~ n -1. Then Xis a modularflatofGifand only ifC(J(G) breaks upaboutXand n\X.
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FIGURE 3
Most of this paper is concerned with results which support the following two conjec-
tures, the second of which is stronger than the first.
CONJEcruRE 1.7. If a geometry G has no non-trivial modular flats, then ~I(G) does
not decompose .
By a "non-trivial modular flat", we mean a modular flat other than the empty set, a
point, or the whole geometry.
CONJEcruRE 1.8. If G is a geometry on the set ii and X is the component of ~(G)
containing 1, then Xu {O} is a modular flat.
2. DECOMPOSITION OF THE BROKEN-CIRCUIT COMPLEX
In this section we prove several results on the decomposition of the broken-circuit
complex including some partial results on Conjectures 1.7 and 1.8. The following
elementary result will be used frequently where, if A and B are sets, A I::::. B =
(A\B) u (B \A ).
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that C1 and C2 are circuits ofa matroid M and y E C1 f"I C2 • Then,
by circuit exchange, there is a circuit contained in (C1 u C2)\y. Moreover, if C2\C1 ={x},
then every such circuit contains C1 I::::. C2 •
PROOF. If C3 is a circuit contained in (C1 u C2 )\ y, then clearly x E C3 • Suppose that
there isan elementz of C1\C2 such that z s C3 • Then x E C2 f"1 C3, hence by circuit exchange,
there is a circuit C4 such that C4 S; (C2 u C3 )\x. But z e C2 u C3 , hence (C2 u C3 )\x s; C1\z
and so C4 is a proper subset of C1 ; a contradiction.
We now determine precisely when a singleton set can occur as a component of the
broken-circuit complex.
THEOREM 2.2. The broken-circuit complex ofa geometry G on the set ii breaks up about
{p} and ii\{p} if and only if p is the smallest element in the direct-sum component of G
containing it.
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PROOF. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. To prove necessity, assume that
Cf5(G) breaks up about {p} and n\{p}, but that the condition does not hold. Then there
is a circuit C such that
(i) p E C and C contains an element less than p.
Among those circuits satisfying (i) choose a circuit such that
(ii) ICI is minimal.
Finally, among those circuits satisfying (i) and (ii), let C be lexicographically minimal.
Let z be the smallest element of C. Then C\z is a broken-circuit which, since G is a
geometry, properly contains p. As {p} is a component of Cf5(G), there is a minimal
broken-circuit D such that D £ C\{z, p}. Let d be an element such that Dud is a circuit
having d as its smallest element. Choose an element e from D n C. By Lemma 2.1, there
is a circuit C' such that C' £ (C U D u d)\e and z, p, dEC'. Thus 1e'1::s;; ICI, C' satisfies (i)
and C' is lexicographically smaller than C; a contradiction.
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a geometry on the set ii and suppose that Cf5(G) breaks up about
the sets X and Y. If, for every minimal broken-circuit D of G such that D £ X, there is an
element d of X such that Dud is a circuit having d as its smallest element, then X is a
modular flat.
PROOF. Assume thatX is not a modular flat. Then, by the modular short-circuit axiom,
there is a circuit C l such that
(i) C1 intersects both X and 1'; and for all elements x of X, (C1 n Y) u x is independent.
Choose such a circuit so that
(ii) ICll is minimal; and among those circuits satisfying (i) and (ii), Cl is lexicographically
minimal.
Since every minimal broken-circuit is contained in X or Y, there is a minimal
broken-circuit o, such that D l £ C l nX or D, £ C l n Y.
If Ds £ C l nX, then there is an element d, of X such that D', u d, is a circuit having d,
as its smallest element. Now choose an element el from (D l u d 1)n Cl. By Lemma 2.1
there is a circuit C2 so that C2£((D l udl)uCl)\el and C22(D l udl) 6. Cl . Now IC21::s;;
ICd and, if IC2/ = lCd, then C2 is lexicographically smaller than Cl. Hence by the choice
of Cl, there is an element Xl of X such that (C 2 n Y)UXI is dependent. But Cln Y=
C2 n Y, hence (C1 n Y) u X 1 is dependent; a contradiction.
If D, £ C l n Y and da is an element such that D, u da is a circuit having d 2 as its smallest
element, then by the choice of Cl, dz e X, hence da E Y. Now let ez be an element of
Cl n (D l u d 2). By Lemma 2.1, there is a circuit C3 such that C3 £ (Cl U (D l u d 2))\e2 and
C3 2 Cl 6. (Dl U d2 ) . Now IC31::s;; ICll and C3 is lexicographically smaller than Cl. Thus by
the choice of Cl, there is an element X2 of X such that (C3 n Y) u X2 is dependent. Let
C4be the circuit contained in (C3 n Y) U X2 and containing X2. By the choice of Cl, d 2E C4 •
Thus dz E (D l U d2)n C4 and X2 E C4\(Dl U d2), hence there is a circuit Cs such that
X2ECs£DlU(C4\d2)' But D lu(C4\d2)£(Cl n Y)UX2 and so (Cln Y)UX2 is depen-
dent; a contradiction.
COROLLARY 2.4. If G is a geometry and Cf5( G) breaks up about the sets X and 1'; then
exactly one of the following holds.
(i) X is a modular flat; or
(ii) there is a circuit C such that IC n YI = 1 and if C n Y ={p}, then p is the smallest
element of C and C\p is a minimal broken-circuit.
COROLLARY 2.5. If G is a geometry and Cf5( G) breaks up about the sets X and Y where
X is a flat, then X is modular.
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The technique of proof in the next result is similar to that used in the proofs of Theorems
2.2 and 2.3.
THEOREM 2.6. If G is a connected geometry and cg(G) breaks up about the sets X and
Y where X is a flat, then 0 E X.
PROOF. Suppose 0 E Y. Then, as G is connected, there is a circuit intersecting X and
containing O. Choose such a circuit C so that ICI is minimal; and among those circuits
satisfying this condition, C is lexicographically minimal.
Since X is a flat, C n Y ~ {O}, hence C\O intersects both X and Y. Therefore C\O is
not a minimal broken-circuit. Thus there is a circuit C' such that C'\p is a minimal
broken-circuit properly contained in C and p is the smallest element of C'. Clearly 0 e C'.
Choose an element e from CnC'. Then by Lemma 2.1, there is a circuit C" so that
C" ~ (C u C')\e and C";2 C l:::. C. Hence 0, p E C". Now IC"I,,;;; ICI and if IC"I = ICI, then
C" is lexicographically smaller than C. The choice of C will therefore be contradicted if
we can show that C" n X¥-0. If p E X, then since p E C", certainly C" n X¥-0. If peX,
then C'\p ~ Y, otherwise C'\p ~X and the fact that X is a flat is contradicted. Hence
C" ;2 C l:::. C' ;2 C n X¥-0 and so C" n X¥-0 as required.
In the next three results, G denotes a geometry and X denotes the component of cg'(G)
containing 1. If A ~ fi, then uA will denote the closure of A in G.
LEMMA 2.7. If x«, X2, ••• , Xm EX and {O, 1, Xl, X2, ••• , xm } is independent, then either
u{O, 1, Xl, X2, ••• , xm } ~Xu {O},
or
{Xl, X2, ••• , xm } contains a minimal broken-circuit.
In particular, u{O, 1}~X u {O}, and ifXl E X and {O, 1, Xl} is independent, then rr{O, 1, Xl} ~
Xu{O}.
PROOF. Suppose y E u{O, 1, Xl, X2, ••• , xm}\(X u {O}). Then {O, 1, Xl, X2, ••• , Xm, y} is
dependent, so {1, Xl, X2, ••• , X m, y} contains a minimal broken-circuit D. As X is a
component of cg'(G) and no broken-circuit of G has fewer than two elements, D ~
{1, Xl, X2, ••• , xm } . But, if 1 ED, then D u {O} is dependent, hence {O, 1, Xl, X2, ••• , xm } is
dependent; a contradiction. Therefore 1e D and so D ~ {Xl, X2, ••• ,xm } .
The next two results prove Conjecture 1.8 for rank 3 and rank 4 geometries.
THEOREM 2.8. IfGhas rank 3 andX u{O} ¥- n, then X u{O} is the modularflatu{O, 1}.
PROOF. By Corollary 2.5, if X u{O} is a flat, it is modular. Now, by Lemma 2.7,
u{O, 1}~X u {O}. If equality does not hold here, then there is an element X of X\u{O, 1}.
Evidently {O, 1, x} is independent and so is a basis for G. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, fi =
u{O, 1, x} ~X u {O}; a contradiction.
THEOREM 2.9. If G has rank 4, then Xu {O} is a modular flat.
PROOF. Again, if Xu {O} is a flat, it is modular, so assume Xu {O} is not a flat. Now
suppose a, b EX and {O, 1, a, b} is independent. Then, by Lemma 2.7, either
u{O, 1, a, b} ~X u {O}, or {a, b} is a minimal broken-circuit. But G has rank 4 and X u {O}
is not a flat, hence u{O, 1, a, b}~Xu{O}, and so {a, b} is a minimal broken-circuit.
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Moreover, the smallest element y of u{ti, b} is not in X , for otherwise, as {a, y} is a minimal
broken-circuit, u{a, b} contains an element smaller than y; a contradiction.
Next consider elements c and d of X\u{O, 1} such that {O, 1, c, d} is dependent. Then,
as Xu {O} ¢ u{O, 1, c, d}, there is an element e in X\u{O, 1, c, d}. From above, G has
circuits {e, c, Yl} and [e, d, Y2}where Yb Y2 eX, Yl< e, c and Y2 < e, d. Evidently{c, d, Yb Y2}
is a circuit and so either [c, d, Yl} or {c, d, Y2} contains a minimal broken-circuit. Since
c, d e X and Yb Y2 eX, it follows that {c, d} is a minimal broken-circuit.
We have now shown that if f, g E X\u{O, 1}, then {t, g} is a minimal broken-circuit. It
follows from this and Lemma 2.7 that G has no minimal broken-circuits meeting both
u{O, 1} and its complement. As X is the component of cg'(G) containing 1, we conclude
that Xu {O} = u{O, 1}; a contradiction.
The proof of the next theorem follows a similar pattern to the proofs of Theorems 2.2,
2.3 and 2.6 and will not be given here.
THEOREM 2.10. Let the geometry G on ii be the parallel connection of connected
geometries G 1 on S1 and G2 on S2 where S1 n S2 = {pl. Then cg(G) breaks up about S1 and
S2\p if and only if p is the smallest element of S2.
3. THE STRUCTURE OF A POSSIBLE COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO CONJECTURE 1.8
The main result of this section extends Corollary 2.4 in the case of a minimal
counter-example to Conjecture 1.8. We need the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a geometry on the set ii. Suppose that cg'(M) breaks up about the
sets X and Y. Let Ybe an element of Y such that there is no minimal broken-circuit D ofM
for which D s X and D u Y is a circuit having Y as its smallest element. Then
(i) cg'(M\y) breaks up about X and y\y where the ordering of the elements of M\y is
that induced by the ordering of ii. Moreover,
(ii) if X is a component of cg (M), then X is a component of cg (M\y).
PROOF. If IYI = 1, then it is easy to show using Theorem 2.2 that the required result
holds. Now suppose that Y\y ¢ 0. If cg'(M\y) does not break up about X and Y\y, then
there is a minimal broken-circuit A of M\y which intersects both X and Y\y. Consider
the set {x E n\y: A u x is a circuit of M having x as its smallest element}. Let p be the
smallest element of this set.
As cg'(M) breaks up about X and y, A is not a minimal broken-circuit of M. Therefore
there is a minimal broken-circuit D of M such that D £ A. Evidently, D u y is a circuit
of M having y as its smallest element. Moreover, D S X or D S Y, hence D sAnX or
D sA n Y. By the choice of y,D~A nX, hence D sA n Y.
Choose an element z from DnA. Then, by Lemma 2.1, there is a circuit C of M such
that Cs«Aup)u(Duy»\z and C2(Aup)D.(Duy). Hence puyu(AnX)sC.
Now p is the smallest element of A up and y is the smallest element of D u y. Therefore
either y or p is the smallest element of C. We now distinguish the two cases:
I. y <p; and
II. p <yo
Case I. If y <p, then C\y is a broken-circuit of M. As C\y 2A r.X, (C\y) r.X ¢ 0.
Moreover,
3.2. if (C\y) n Y = 0, then C\y is a minimal broken-circuit ofM.
To show this we argue as follows. Assume that (C\y) n Y = 0 and that C\y is not a
minimal broken-circuit of M. Then C\y properly contains a minimal broken-circuit U of
M If pe if, then U £ A and so U u y is a circuit of M having y as its smallest element.
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This contradicts the choice of y, therefore p E U. Let U u k be a circuit of M having k as
its smallest element. Then k -:j:. y. Moreover, since p E U, k < p.
Now p E C 11 (U u k) and y E C\(U uk), thus by Lemma 2.1, there is a circuit P of M
such that k, yEP and P £ (C u (U u k ))\p. Since k < p and p is the smallest element of
Au p, keA,hence keD.Itfollows,ask -:j:. y, thatk E P\(D u y). Thus since yEP 11 (D u y),
there is a circuit Q of M such that k E Q £ (P u (D u y))\y = (P\y) u D. Now D £ A and
P £ (C u U uk)\p £ A u y u k. Hence Q £ Auk. But k is the smallest element of Auk.
Therefore Q\k is a broken-circuit of M\y contained in A. Hence Q\k =A. But now Auk
is a circuit having k as its smallest element yet k < p. This contradiction to the choice of
p completes the proof of 3.2.
We next prove that (C\y ) 11 Y -:j:. 0 by showing that C\y is not a minimal broken-circuit
of M. If (C\y) 11 Y = 0 and p E X, then C\y £ X and by the choice of y, C\y is not a
minimal broken-circuit of M. If (C\y) 11 Y = 0 and p E Y, then C\y intersects both X and
Y and so again we conclude that C\y is not a minimal broken-circuit of M.
We now have that C\y is a broken-circuit of M intersecting both X and Y. Therefore
C\y properly contains a minimal broken-circuit Z of M. Moreover, either
(i) Z £ (C\y ) 11 X ; or
(ii) Z £ (C\y ) 11 Y.
(i) As (C\y) 11 Y -:j:. 0, Z u y ~ C, so Z u y is not a circuit of M and hence Z is a
minimal broken-circuit of M\y. Thus p E Z as otherwise Z ~A. Let Z u t be a circuit of
M having t as its smallest element. Then as Z ~ C\y, t -:j:. y. Moreover, as p E Z, t < P and
hence te Au p u y. Now p E (Z u t) 11 (A up) and t E (Z u t)\(A up), hence there is a
circuit W such that t E W £ (A up u Z u t)\p =Aut. Thus W\t is a broken-circuit of M\y
and W\t £ A. Therefore W\t = A and so W = Aut. Since t < p, the choice of p is
contradicted.
(ii) If Z £ (C\y) 11 1'; then either Z ~ A, or p E Z.
In the first case, by the choice of A, Z is not a minimal broken-circuit of M\y. Thus
Z u y is a circuit of M having y as its smallest element. Consider the circuits Z u y and
D u y. Since zED, Z e C and C ;2 Z, Z e Z and hence D u y -:j:. Z u y. By circuit exchange
there is a circuit contained in D u Z. Such a circuit is properly contained in the circuit
A up; a contradiction.
If p E Z, then let Z u w be a circuit of M having w as its smallest element. Now w < P
so weA u p.1f w -:j:. y, thenp E (Z u w) 11 (A up) and w E (Z u w)\(A up), therefore there
is a circuit K of M such that WE K £ Au w. Thus K\ w is a broken-circuit of M\y and
since K\ w £ A, K\ w = A. It follows that A u w = K and again, since w < p, the choice of
p is contradicted. If w = y, then y E (D u y) 11 (Z U y) and as before we obtain a circuit of
M properly contained in A up.
This completes the proof of Case I.
Case II. If p < y, then C\p is a broken-circuit of M containing y. Therefore C\p
contains a minimal broken-circuit T of M and T £ A 11 X or T £ (A 11 Y) u y.
If yeT, then T u y is a circuit of M having y as its smallest element. It follows, by the
choice of y, that T ~A 11 X. Thus T £A 11 Y. But now applying circuit exchange to D u y
and T u y which are distinct circuits having y as a common element, we get a circuit of
M properly contained in A up; a contradiction.
If YET, then let T u a be a circuit of M having a as its smallest element. Now a < y,
hence ae D u y and so a E (Tu a)\(D u y) and y E (Tu a) 11 (D u y). By circuit exchange,
M has a circuit L such that a E L £ D u (T\y ) u a £ (A 11 Y) u a. It follows that L\a is a
broken-circuit of M\y properly contained in A. Thus the choice of A is contradicted.
This completes the proof of Case II and thereby finishes the proof of Lemma 3.1 (i).
Part (ii) follows easily using the restriction on y.
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THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a geometry on the set ii. Suppose that cg'(G) breaks up about
the sets X and Y where X is the component of cg (G) containing 1. If G is a minimal
counter-example to Conjecture 1.8, then for every element y of Y, there is a minimal
broken-circuit D; of G such that D; S;; X and D; U Y is a circuit having y as its smallest
element.
PROOF. If for some element z of Y, there is no minimal broken-circuit D of G such
that D s;; X and D U z is a circuit having z as its smallest element, then by Lemma 3.1,
cg'(G\z) breaks up about X and Y\z. Moreover, X is a component of cg(G\z), hence X
is the component containing 1. As G is a minimal counter-example to Conjecture 1.8,
Xu {O} is a flat of G\z. Since Xu {O} is not a flat of G, Xu {O} u {z} is a flat of G. Now
by Corollary 2.4, there is a circuit C of G such that C II Y =: {p}, p is the smallest element
of C and C\p is a minimal broken-circuit of G. Thus p is an element of Y in the closure
of X u{O}. Hence p =: z. But now the choice of z is contradicted.
An easy consequence of this result is that if G and X are as in Theorem 3.3, then n
and n - 1 are in X.
4. RELABELLING
In this section we consider how the structure of the broken-circuit complex may alter
when the ground set of the matroid is relabelled. In particular we determine some
conditions under which the relabelling produces an isomorphic broken-circuit complex.
We also examine the extent to which the broken-circuit complex determines the matroid.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let G 1 and G2 be the geometries for which affine representations are
shown in Figure 4.
I 2 5
_e__e e_
-e---e--e-
034
G2
FIGURE 4
With G1 and G2 labelled as shown, the map which takes each element of G 1 to the
element of G2 with the same label induces an isomorphism of cg(G1) and cg(G2) . However,
if the labels 0 and 5 are interchanged in G1 to give a new labelled geometry G~, it is not
difficult to show that no relabelling of G2 will produce a broken-circuit complex isomor-
phic to cg(GD.
EXAMPLE 4.2. The Non-Fano matroid F- (see Figure 1) has the same characteristic
polynomial as the parallel connection P of two four-point lines, namely (A - l)(A - 3)2.
However, it is straightforward to show that there are no labellings of the ground sets of
F- and P so that cg (F-) and cg (P) are isomorphic.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let M 1 be the matroid on the set {a, b, c, d} having as its circuits the
sets {a, b}, {a, c} and {b, c}, and let M 2 be the matroid on the same set having circuits {a, b}
and {c, d}. Then no matter bow M 1 and M 2 are labelled, their broken-circuit complexes,
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as simplicial complexes, are isomorphic to {0,{u}}v{ 0,{v}}. However, if the broken-
circuit complex is viewed as a labelled simplicial complex, then it is easy to see that under
12 of the 24 distinct labellings of M h ~(Ml) is isomorphic to JC={0,{O}}v{0,{1}},
whereas ~(M2) is isomorphic to JC under 16 different labellings. (Note that if ~1 and ~2
are simplicial complexes on sets SI and S2 respectively and SI and S2 are each labelled by
ii, then ~1 and ~2 are isomorphic as labelled simplicial complexes if and only if their
respective simplices are labelled identically.)
EXAMPLE 4.4. For G 1 and G 2 in Example 1.5, if corresponding elements are labelled
alike and {a, b, c, d, e,f, g} is labelled by 6, then ~(Gd and ~(G2) are isomorphic as
labelled simplicial complexes. However, Theorem 1.6 shows that if G2 is labelled so that
{a, b, c, h, i} = 4,then there is no labelling of G 1 so that ~(Gl) and ~(G2) are isomorphic
labelled simplicial complexes.
These examples prompt the following:
QUESTION 4.5. Suppose that G 1 and G2 are geometries on sets SI and S2 respectively
and ISll = IS21 = k. For i = 1, 2, let ~1(Gi), ~2(Gi)"" ~k!(GJ be the k! broken-circuit
complexes of G, which result from the k! different label/ings of S; If there is a permutation
a of {1, 2, ... , k!} such that ~i (G 1) and ~O"(i)(G 2) are isomorphic for all i, then is G 1
isomorphic to G 2?
If the answer to this is negative, then one may consider the same question given that
~i(G 1) and ~O"(i)(G 2) are isomorphic as labelled simplicial complexes. Note that if parallel
elements are allowed, Example 4.3 shows that the answer to Question 4.5 is negative.
The answer to the second question still seems to be unknown.
The "next result follows easily from Theorem 2.3.
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let G be a geometry on the set nand suppose that ~(G) breaks up
about the sets X and Y. If the identity map on the set X induces an isomorphism of~(G)IX
and ~(GIX), where the ordering of the elements of X is that induced by the ordering of ii ,
then X is a modular flat.
The next three results are concerned with how different labellings of the ground set
affect the decomposition of the broken-circuit complex. First note that although the
reduced broken-circuit complex of a parallel connection T of two three-point lines
decomposes if one of the three-point lines is labelled by 2, it is easy to find labellings
under which ~'(T) does not decompose.
LEMMA 4.7. Let M be a matroid on the set S and let S be labelled by ii. Suppose that
~ (M) breaks up about the sets X and Y where X is a flat. Assume that for some j in nthere
is an element x ofX labelled by j + 1 and an element y of Y labelled by j. If M 1 denotes the
new labelled matroid obtained by interchanging the labels on x and y, then the identity map
on S induces an isomorphism of~(M) and ~(Ml)'
PROOF. Assume that M 1 is obtained as described. It is straightforward to show that,
since X is a flat, every minimal broken-circuit of M is a minimal broken-circuit of MI '
To establish the converse of this is only slightly more difficult. It is easy to see that we
need only show that if A is a minimal broken-circuit of M 1 containing y and A u x is a
circuit of M 1 having x as its least labelled element, then A is a broken-circuit of M. If A
is as described, then as X is a flat and AnY,e 0, IA n YI;;;. 2. In M, (A u x )\y is a
broken-circuit, but since it is not contained in X or Y, it properly contains a minimal
broken-circuit A' of M such that
or
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Let A' u z be a circuit of M having z as its least labelled element. Evidently z e Aux.
Hence if xeA', then A' is a minimal broken-circuit of M l properly contained in A; a
contradiction.
If x EA', then x E (A' u z) n (A ux). Hence by Lemma 2.1, there is a circuit D of M
such that D sA uz andD 2(A ux)!:::. (A' uz). Thus y, z ED. Now in Ml, z has a lower
label than x. Therefore in Ml, z has the lowest label in A u z, so D\z is a broken-circuit
in M«, But D\z s A, so D\z =A. It follows, since D\z is also a broken-circuit in M, that
A is a broken-circuit in M.
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose that C€(M) breaks up about the sets X and Y where X is an
m-element flat. Then C€(M) is isomorphic to C€(M') where M and M' are isomorphic
matroids but M' is labelled so that X = m - 1.
PROOF. If X does not contain the first m labels, then the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7
are satisfied and so we may obtain a new labelled matroid M l such that C€(M l ) == C€(M)
and the labelling of X in M, is lexicographically smaller than the labelling of X in M.
Repeating this process a finite number of times yields the required result.
THEOREM 4.9. Let M be a matroid on the set S and assume that S is labelled by ii.
Suppose that C€(M) breaks up about the sets X and Yand that Y contains elements Yl and
Y2 which have successive labels. If the labels on Yl and Y2 are interchanged to give a new
labelled matroid M', then C€ (M') also decomposes about X and Y. Moreover, ·if X is a
component of C€(M), then X is also a component of C€(M'). :.
PROOF. Assume that in M' there is a minimal broken-circuit D intersecting both X
and Y. Clearly YlED and D u Y2 is a circuit having Y2 as its least labelled element, as
otherwise D is a minimal broken-circuit of M.
In M, (D\Yl) u Y2 is a broken-circuit. Since it intersects both X and Y it properly
contains a minimal broken-circuit D' of M. Now D' contains Y2 as otherwise D' is a
broken-circuit of M' properly contained in D. Let p be an element such that D' up is a
circuit of M having p as its least labelled element. Since Y2 E (D' up) n (D u Y2) and
p E (D' u p )\(D u Y2), it follows by circuit exchange that there is a circuit C -such that
p E C s (D'\Y2) uD up =D up. Since p < Y2 andp #; Yb P <q for all q in D. Thus C\p is
a broken-circuit in both M and M'. Moreover, C\p s D, hence C\p =D. It follows, since
D is a minimal broken-circuit of M', that D is a minimal broken-circuit of M; a
contradiction. This completes the proof of the first part.
For the second part, suppose that X is a component of C€(M). Then by the first part,
X is a disjoint union of the components Xl, X 2, ... ,Xm of C€(M'). Now Yl, Y2 eXl so
interchange the labels on Yl and Y2 again, returning them to their original labels. Then
Xl is a union of components of C€ (M). But Xl s X, therefore Xl =X and so X is a
component of C€(M').
The next example shows that in the preceding theorem C€(M) and C€(M') need not be
isomorphic.
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EXAMPLE 4.10. Let M be the matroid on the set '7 for which an affine representation
is shown in Figure 5. Then ee(M) breaks up about the sets X and Y where X = {O, 1, 2}
and Y = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. If we interchange the labels on the elements Yl and Y2 to obtain
the labelled matroid M', then ee(M') still breaks up about X and Y: Moreover, {I, 2} is
a component in both ee(M) and ee(M'). However, although Y is a component of ee(M),
in ee(M') it is the union of the components {3, 4} and {5, 6, 7}. Thus ee(M) ~ ee(M').
The next result should be compared with Lemma 3.1.
THEOREM 4.11. LetMbe a connected matroid on the set ii. IfX is a componentofee(M)
and YE ii\(X u {O}), then X is contained in a component of ee(M\y) where the ordering of
the elements of M\y is that induced by the ordering of ii.
PROOF. If D is a minimal broken-circuit of M and D ~X, then there is an element p
of ii such that D up is a circuit having p as its smallest element. If p ¥-y, then D is a
minimal broken-circuit of M\y. If p = y, then we argue as follows. Since M is connected
and y ¥-0, it follows by Theorem 2.2 that there is a minimal broken-circuit K of M which
contains y and thus is contained in Y = ii\(X u {O}). Let q be an element of ii such that
K u q is a circuit having q as its smallest element. Then q < y, hence qe D u y. By circuit
exchange there is a circuit C of M such that ye C and q E C ~ D u (K u q). As q is the
smallest element of C, C\q is a broken-circuit of M\y and hence of M. Thus (C\q) n X
or (C\q) n Y contains a minimal broken-circuit of M. But (C\q) II Y ~ K, hence (C\q) n Y
does not contain a minimal broken-circuit. Thus (C\q) rxX contains a minimal broken-
circuit. But (C\q) n X ~ D, hence (C\q) n X = D.
Now C\q is a broken-circuit of M\y and therefore contains a minimal broken-circuit
D ' of M\y. But either D' n X or D ' n Y contains a minimal broken-circuit C' of M. In
the former case, since D' n X ~D, it follows that C' =D and D' :2 D. In the latter case,
we obtain a contradiction since D' n Y ~ (C\q) n Y ~ K\y. We conclude that M\y has a
minimal broken-circuit containing D.
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